DUALIS Vendor presentation extended abstract

If you always wanted to know in which wide range simulation and optimization technologies can support your work: Please come and see at the DUALIS Vendor session. As an official reseller of Visual Components products we provide solutions all around 3D simulation. Machine builders and system integrators all around Germany are using the component library based software platform creating benefits for their organizations in sales, layout design and engineering. But when 3D meets its limits we will not stop. With our powerful 2D logistic simulation SPEEDSIM and it’s new .NET framework we can offer more flexibility to build your own advanced libraries and change the logics almost on the fly - as you know best what does fit your requirements: simulate and emulate your PLC logics on one platform with the same components. Using state of the art multi core technology even the biggest layouts will run in minutes. But let’s step up together even further. With GANTTPLAN, our 3rd generation advanced scheduling tool, we help companies do produce their production orders more effectively and lower their TCO costs in the same time. Our solver algorithms work fast and most efficient, also in large order networks. So you are just one step away from improving and optimizing also your system: Visit us!